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Introduction 
In its simplest terms Smart Growth is a response to the aesthetic, economic, 

environmental, fiscal disparity, social and financial costs associated with 
urban/suburban sprawl. The Lrend of settling populations at ever lower densities and 
consuming more land to accommodate the same population seem to be at the heart of 
most concerns about sprawl and its associated costs. In any C:lse , sprawl and its many 
consequences have attracted a growing chorus of critics and are usually discussed in 
the context of large metropolitan areas (AIcaly and Mermelstein, 1977; American 
farmland Trust, 1986, 1995; Bank of America, 1995; Burchell , 1992; Burchell et al., 
1998; Hylton, 1995; JakJe and Wilson, 1992; Kunstler, 1993; Ladd and Yinger, 1989; 
Listokin and Beaton, 1983; Mazza and Fodor, 2000; Moe and Wilkie, 1997; Rusk, 
1993). 

Although a lengthier discussion of sprawl is not pursued here, suffice it to say that 
more urban observers and many governments now acknowledge that sprawl is 
inefficient in terms of resources and more costly to build and maintain than more 
compact growth alternatives. The argument concludes that the costs of providing 
urban services (schools, roads, sewers, police, fire, water, electricity, etc.) for low 
density and scattered population settlement are considerably higher than providing 
equivalent levels of service for more compact and hi gher density settlement. One 
study reports, "fW]ell-pJ anned, compact growth consumes 45% less land, cost 25% 
less for roads, 20% less for utilities, and 5% less for schools than sprawling growth" 
(Mana and Fodor, 2000: 6). A 1992 study in New Jersey estimated that $1.3 billion 
in infrastructure costs over 20 years could be saved with more compact development 
(Burchell, 1992). A growing number of studies conclude that sprawl does result in 
higher service provision costs. A quote from Pulitzer-prize winning journalist Thomas 
Hylton bemoans the "mutually assured destruction" path of automobile-dominated 
sprawl that has contributed to " the senseless abandonment of this once-magnificent 
city (Philadelphia)" while simultaneously destroying "some of the most beautiful 
landscapes and finest farm land in the world." (Hylton, 1995: 17) 

Indeed, the higher cost of services argument helps ex plain why states such as 
Wisconsin have passed Smart Growth legislation. According to Smart Growth 
legislation, all jurisdictions in Wisconsin with land use authority are expected to 
develop and implement comprehensive plans addressing the nine elements and 
fourteen goals spelled out in the legislation by 2010 (Wisconsin Department of 
Administration, 2001). 

Since Smart Growth policies, including new urbanism, strive in many respects to 
replicate the livability, human scale, neighborliness and compactness of small towns, 
it is surprising that advocates of new urbanism have not focused more of their 
attention on the economic health and viability of small towns. Many small towns are 
being affected by economic forces and land use decisions that are eroding the very 
authentic community assets advocates of new urbanism seek to recreate, often 
somewhat artificially, in central city and suburban settings. In many ways sprawl and 
its associated costs pose an even greater threat to the compact, pedestrian-friendly 
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Abstract 
This paper examines Wisconsin 's 
recen n y passed Smart Growth 
legislation and selected land use 
concepts and terms to investigate 
recent land use changes and 
developments in a small town : 
\Vhitewater, Wisconsin. It also 
stresses the limitations of market 
signals and the need for proactive 
governmental involvement in 
redeveloping key properties and 
sites in a city. Since small towns 
are reputed to have many of the 
desirable characteristics compatible 
with new urbanism and other 
concepts associated with growing 
smart, the fact small towns 
generally receive little attention is 
unfortunate and addressed in some 
small way. Nevertheless, 
Wisconsin's Smart Growth 
legislation would seem to provide 
the ways and means for small 
towns to preserve and enhance their 
small town qualities and sense of 
place. Five important factors 
contributing to \Vhitewater's 
renaissance are discussed: I) 
successful business park 
recruitment; 2) creative use of tax 

incremental financing to fo~ter 
downtown redevelopment; 3) 
creative use of windfall revenue 
from a power utility locating in the 
community; 4) two successful 
brownfield projects of special note; 
and 5) effective proactive 
governmental leadersrup in 
Lroubl ing times. 



and livable community feel of small towns. Of special 
concern, sprawl can erode the commercial vitality of small 
cily downlowns "where many of the business establishments 
are locally and independently owned, often with roots in the 
community going back several generations." (Savage and 
Lapping, 2003: 11) 

Since most small towns are surrounded by plentiful 
amounts of farmland and forests, horizontal expansion onto 
greenfield sites on the edge of town is encouraged by market 
forces and governmental subsidies that provide generously 
for automobile use and spread infrastructure costs to all 
taxpayers in a jurisdiction, rather than having developers and 
occupants of sprawling developments pay the full costs of 
their decisions. This makes brownfield redevelopment of 
strategically located but deteriorating properties problematic. 
One or more prominently situated and decaying brownfield 
sites in a small town can stand as testimony to a failure to 
revitalize and undermine the visual appeal, economic health 
and vibrancy of the community. 

This paper evaluates recent economic development trends 
and land use changes leading to a renaissance in Whitewater, 
Wisconsin, a small town of approximately 13,500. The 
analysis incorporates key land use terms, identifies five 
important communiry factors behind the renaissance, and 
presents in some detail two successful brownfield 
redevelopment projects in the community that are consis tent 
with Smart Growth. A similar approach should prove useful 
in evaluating the growth and development prospects of many 
similarly situated small towns, especially those beyond the 
sprawling metropolitan fringe. 

Small Towns and Sprawl 
Americans have exhibited a love-hate relationship with 

cities. Large cities certainly have their supporters but 
seemingly as many detractors. Amid the mood swings 
Americans have displayed in evaluating their cities, the one 
entity that has remained sacrosanct in America, at least in 
theory if not in practice, is the small town. In many ways, 
the idealized small town offers the preferred balance 
between city and rural lifestyles, affording a human scale 
sense of place and community more in harmony with nature 
and offering a quality of life absent in large impersonal 
cities or their sprawling and often disconnected suburban 
appendages. A numher of surveys since World War II have 
documented "that two-thirds of all Americans - if given 
th ir dru thers - would live in a small town" (Urbanska and 
Levering, 1996:4). Given the reverence in which small 
towns are hdd, \\r.y does a casual drive through a number of 
small towns in just abuut any region of the country reveal 
that all is not well in America's idealized communities? 

In many small towns, a once thriving downtown displays 
lit,tle of the retail diversity and community vitality of 
decades ago, as $trip commercial developments, and more 
recently "big box" retailers, locate along the communities' 
major highways on the edge of town. In other small towns, 
Whitewater included, crooked and seldom used railroad 
tracks rust while adjacent and once bustling industries and 
warehouses deteriorate, some even being abandoned. One 

may come across the shell of a once thriving plant, a major 
employer in the community in happier times, now boarded 
up, the company having relocated elsewhere in the country 
or overseas where labor is cheaper. In an effort to 
compensate for the loss of key financial and employment 
assets, one will no doubt find, usually on the edge of town, 
an industrial park designed to lure, if not outright bribe with 
generous urban service subsidies and tax concessions, new 
companies and employers to town. There are often 
promising signs here and there - new street lights, attractive 
paving, shiny new benches, spruced up parking lots and the 
like - indicating that some effort is being expended on 
downtown and broader community revitalization . The 
number of vacant stores and absence of street life suggest 
these efforts have born little fruit. 

Since there is a limited amount of investment capital and 
disposable income in a small town at anyone time and 
market forces typically direct this investment to edge-of
town greenfield sites, it stands to reason that there is little 
capital remaining or directed at revitalizing brownfield sites 
or downtown, no marter how important these key sites and 
historical buildings may be for the overall image and vitality 
of the community. Given that just about every town states as 
a goal revitalizing its downtown, it is surprising how many 
small towns are plagued by retail vacancy and abandonment. 
An old department store lying vacant, a movie theater once 
attracting many customers now abandoned and boarded up, 
and a dusty vacant lot where a thriving commercial 
enterprise once stood are all too common scenes in small 
town America. 

America prides itself in relying on private market 
decisions with a minimum of government intervention. 
Important questions include: will market forces direct 
investments to areas of high priority from a community 
welfare perspective and are market forces sufficient to spur 
downtown revitalization efforts and redevelopment of key 
brownfield sites? Most private market decisions are 
understandably designed to enhance the welfare of 
individual property owners, but may not advance community 
welfare in like measure. There are those who generally 
support the starus quo and favor relying primarily on market 
forces to guide land use decisions. They view government as 
inefficient and tend to oppose governmental efforts that 
seem out of tune with prevailing market logic. This view 
fails to acknowledge the limitations of short-range markets 
in making land use decisions, which invariably have long
range impacts, and either accepts or ignores the large 
subsidies that encourage greater automobile use and the 
sprawling parterns of settlement automobile use invariably 
spawns. 

Critics of sprawl and smart growth advocates argue that 
markets, at their best, are good for making short-run 
decisions. Any society or community that relies too heavily 
or solely on short-run market decisions to achieve its long
run health, safety and public welfare goals is misguided at 
best and derelict at worst. Governments responsible for 
protecting the public health, safety and welfare must remain 
cognizant of market realities but should not be guided solely 
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by them. A healthy private market and capital investment is 
the engine that propels the vehicle of local growth and 
development. But, prudent government policies aimed at 
addressing the shortsightedness and negative externalities of 
markets must provide the steering needed to insure that the 
vehicle reaches the desired destination - enhanced 
community welfare. Therefore, a full range of market 
incentives, prudent public investments, and effectively 
implemented plans aimed at directing investment to priority 
areas is necessary to revitalize small towns while retaining 
and enhancing their individual character and sense of place. 

With the large supply of undeveloped land surrounding 
most small towns and absent land use policies directing 
investment elsewhere, it is not surprising that developers 
often seek undeveloped greenfield sites on the edge of town 
as opposed to already developed properties and brownfield 
sites in need of reinvestment. And yet redevelopment of 
older centrally located sites may be far more important to 
broader community welfare and the overall image of a town 
than even a fine example of new development on the edge of 
lown. Historical tension often hampers redevelopment of 
older properties downtown and elsewhere in the community 
and established neighborhoods, even those still in good 
condition . Because these older buildings and neighborhoods 
were built in an earlier time period when electrical wiring, 
p),umbing and other amenities were more Spartan, it is 
difficult and costly to overcome the historical tension and 
add the modem conveniences routinely found in newer 
construction. Redeveloping rundown properties and even 
more problematic brownfield sites are further hampered by 
demolition costs, environmental contamination and other 
associated costs. Since the market is very capable of mak.ing 
decisions that are not in the broader community welfare 

interest, prudent land use policies and planning tools are 
needed to steer developers and direct their investments to the 
degree possible to high priority locations from the 
community welfare perspective. 

As once vibrant and tax generating areas of the city, oJder 
neighborhoods and strategically located properties age, fall 
into disrepair, are abandoned in some cases and property tax 
revenues decline, redevelopment of these declining or worse 
blighted areas becomes an important community concern. 
This is especially important for small towns where key 
properties in decline in highly visible locations speak to the 
community's difficulties to renew. Unfavorable 
neighborhood effects in such areas discourage the private 
market investment needed to bring improvement and restore 
economic health. 

Market signals also can lead to what is called the 
prisoner's dilemma in deteriorating or blighted 
neighborhoods; the dilemma being that even those property 
owners who may want to improve their property have little 
market incentive to do so. If other property owners do not 
fix up their properties, the value of a property, even one 
receiving investment, will be adversely impacted by the 
unfavorable neighborhood effects or negative externalities of 
surrounding properties. The prisoner's dilemma is that it 
does not pay to be the first property owner to make 
improvements in a deteriorated or declining area, but it does 
pay to be the last property owner to make improvements. 
Even property owners who invest nothing in their own 
property will have the value of their property enhanced by 
the favorable neighborhood effects or positive externalities 
when adjacent property owners invest and make 
improvements. The first property owner in such an area to 
invest is acting as the Good Samaritan. Being the Good 

Figure 1: DdYe Times From \Vhitewafer to SUlTounding Cities 
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;lmanran may have its rewards in heaven, but it is not 
always rewarded by the market mechanisms used on eanh. 
If one wairs for market signals alone to redevelop blighted 
areas of the city or brownfield sites, one will wait a long 
rime. FO!1unately for Whitewater, city officials and political 
leaders recognized the need for a governmental role to 

revitalize critical areas and key brownfield sites. 

Whitewater, Wisconsin: Smart Growth Decisions 
Small rowns in Wisconsin are not immune to the market 

signals and general trends outlined above that frequently 
work against downtown revitalization plans and other 
redevelopment effortS. This study investigates Whitewater, 
Wisconsin, which until the early 1990s had experienced very 
lillie growth or redevelopment of any consequence for over 
twenty years. The depth and breadth of the recent economic 
and land use boon, for the first time at least in half a century 
umelated to growth in the town's largest employer, the 
University of Wisconsin-Whitewater, has caught many 
residents by surprise. There are two reasons why the 
university has played a less significant role in recent growth. 
First, the university has been under an enrollment 
management plan that has in essence capped enrollment for 
over a decade; this has meant that the number of students, as 
we)) as the number of teaching and administrative staff, has 
not increased noticeably. Second, a number of factors have 
contributed to a smaller percentage of those employed by 
the university living in the community today than was the 
case decades ago; now a higher percentage live in other 
nearby small towns or much closer to or in the Milwaukee, 
Madison and Janesville metropolitan areas (Figure 1). 

Whitewater is in a good position to maintain, revitalize, 
recapture and even capitalize on its sma)) town appeal. It is 

located far enough from the suburbs of Madison and 
Milwaukee that it is very unlikely to experience the meteoric 
and sprawling suburban growth which has overwhelmed 
small towns much closer to expanding metropolitan areas. A 
Milwaukee Magazine anicle (Brin, et al.) in the July 2002 
issue touts the themes of affordable housing, faster 
commutes, safer streets, and improved lifestyles for a 
number of small towns in southeastern Wisconsin. Given 
current driving times, a Whitewater resident must consider 
devoting at least half of a day to shop or conduct business in 
Madison or Milwaukee. Janesville, a city of about sixty 
thousand with several shopping malls and "big box" retail 
establishments, is a twenty-minute drive away (Figure I). 
However, as suburban development spreads outward along 
the 194, 190 and 143 corridors in metropolitan Milwaukee 
and Madison, travel times from Whitewater to shopping, 
service and employment opportunities established in these 
suburbanizing regions are reduced. Thus commuting times 
to peripheral employment and commercial opportunities 
may be anywhere from ten to twenty minutes less than what 
they are to the central cities of Madison and Milwaukee. In 
any case, Whitewater is not likely to be overwhelmed soon 
by the suburban tidal wave that has engulfed small towns 
closer to Madison, Milwaukee and Chicago. It is difficult, if 
not impossible, for small towns to retain their charming 
qualities when they are inundated by unprecedented 
population growth and land use changes over a short time 
period. Few small towns are equipped to cope proactively 
and effectively with such growth. 

Whitewater is in a geographic position to possibly enjoy 
the best of both worlds. If its citizens and leaders plan 
wisely, it can maintain and enhance its desirable smaJl town 
qualities while having convenient access to the employment, 

Figure 2: City of Whitewater and Key Locations in the Community 
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commercial, cultural and entertainment opportunities 
afforded by nearby Madison and Milwaukee. Even 
Chicago's downtown can be reached in less than two and 
half hours and its northern and western ~uburbs in less than 
two hours, a distance perhaps within reach for those willing 
to undertake long commutes or telecommute, with less 
frequent trips to the traditional office selling. The state's 
Smart Growth legislation, which requires all units of 
government with land use authority to prepare 
comprehensive plans addressing the nine elements and 
fourteen goals of the legislation, provides the rationale and 
means for maintaining and strengthening the desirable 
qualities of small towns (Wisconsin Department of 
Administration, 2000). 

Land Use Changes and Growth in Whitewater, 
Wisconsin 

With these general trends and land use concepts as 
background, the remainder of the paper will analyze key 
factors and governmental decisions resulting in rather 
dramatic land use changes and pl anning initiatives in 
Whitewater since 1990. Recent trends indicate that 
Whitewater is striking a good balance between short-term 
private market decisions and long-term governmental 
policies. In fact, it can be said that Whitewater, as well as 
other Wisconsin communities, were making decisions 
compatible with Smart Growth even before the legislation 
was enacted in J999. Although there are many factors and 
issues worthy of consideration, this investigation highlights 
five important factors and discusses each in some detail. 

• Successful recruitment for and expansion of the 
Whitewater Business Park. 

• Creative use of tax incremental finance (TIF) 
districts to foster downtown and broader community 
redevelopment efforts. 

• Creative use of power company revenue source for 
capital improvement plans. 

• Brownfield redevelopment of Cravath Waterfront 
Park and old dairy. 

• Effective governmental leadership, even in a climate 
somewhat polarized by disagreements over various 
community issues. 

Figure 2 shows the layout of the town and highlights key 
locations, in particular the Whitewater Business Park, the 
University of Wisconsin-Whitewater, Cravath Waterfront 
Park adjacent to downtown, and the new Waters Edge 
condominium development. 

Successful Recruitment for and Expansion of the 
Whitewater Business Park 

The Whitewater Business Park, located on a large 
greenfield site on the edge of town, may not be a shining 
example of smart growth development; but it is cited as an 
important factor in Whitewater's recent growth because the 
business park has 1) attracted substantial capital investment 
to the community, 2) expanded the community's job base by 
providing new and relatively high paying employment 
opportunities, and 3) generated significant tax revenues for 

the community, many of which have been used to finance 
development projects in and adjacent to downtown. The 
wccess enjoyed by the Whitewater Business Park in recent 
years in attracting new employers explains why the job base 
in the community has been expanding much faster than 
population . In 1990, approximately 3,900 people were 
employed in the City of Whitewater. By 1999, this number 
had climbed by about 40 percent to approximately 5,500. 
The lion's ~hare of this employment growth is attributable to 
the recruiting success of the Whitew3ter Business Park and 
the Community Development Authority (CDA), the local 
agency responsible for marketing the community to potential 
companies and businesses. As the largest single employer in 
town, the University of Wisconsin-Whitewater's 
employment over this period has remained steady at around 
J,000 employees. Clearly, this recent employment growth 
indicates that the town is weaning itself somewhat from its 
heavy reliance on the university. Recent population growth 
is estimated at only one-quarter that of employment growth; 
whereas "there were once 3.25 residents for every job in the 
city, there will be just 2.25 in the year 2000" (Whitewater 
Community Development Authority no date: 10). 

More than 300 acres of the 540-acre Whitewater 
Business Park have been developed for a range of 
commercial and industrial users (\Vhitewater Community 
Development Authority, no date: 7). A rail spur will soon be 
constructed to serve selected parcels in the business park to 
attract companies that have indicated the importance of 
existing, as opposed to merely planned, rail sites in 
anracting certain tenants. Although the CDA has built 
several buildings in the park on speculation to attract 
interested firms, most firms are developing their own sites in 
the park. 

In addition to seeking new industries and offices to locate 
in the Whitewater Business Park, a 40- acre Moraine View 
Park will soon be developed in the business park. This park 
will preserve some environmentally sensitive peat soils and 
wetl ands unsuitable for development while providing picnic 
areas . athletic fields, and other recreational facilities for 
employees in the business park and other city residents as 
well. An effort is being made to attract a day care facility 
and locate it near Moraine View Park to provide childcare 
for the business park's growing labor force. Such ancillary 
facilities as the planned recreational area and day care center 
should provide additional inducements for firms locating or 
expanding their operations in Whitewater. 

There is considerable developable land remaining in the 
business park for the expansion of current tenants and the 
es tablishment of new industries. With farmland adjacent to 
the business park on two sides and by exercising options to 
purchase additional land if required, the future of the 
business park would appear to be very sound. Although it 
might be argued that this business park OD the edge of lown 
is promoting sprawl, given the size of the business 
establishments locating in the park, there are no obvious 
exi~tjng brownfield sites in the community Jarge enough to 

accommodate such enterprises. 
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Crca lh"c Vsc of Tax Incremental Finance Districts to 
Fosler Downtown and Broader Community 
Redc,"elopment Efforts 

Tax incremental finance (TIF) districts are generally used 
to concentrate development and redevelopment in selected 
and often blighted areas of the city. A major objective of TIF 
districts is to provide the necessary catalyst for renovation 
and redevelopment of blighted areas in which the prisoner's 
dilemma logic discussed above often prevails. Often 
infrastructure investments by the local government and other 
incentives are needed to entice developers and property 
owners to make improvements that will upgrade the district 
and turn it into an asset, both aesthetically and fiscally. 
Developers and property owners are encouraged to make 
investments because any revenue stemming from the 
in rea ed increment value in the district is used to cover the 
development costs, make additional improvements in the 
district, and/or retire the debts of the district rather than 
being dispersed over the larger taxing jurisdiction, as is 
generally the case. By directing additional tax revenues 
generated by the increased increment back into the TIF 
district, investors are reassured and therefore more likely to 

make investments and improvements otherwise deemed too 
risky without the TIF mechanism. 

Although TIF districts in Wisconsin have been criticized 
for straying from their intended purpose of assisting blighted 
areas by focusing too much on greenfield sites and denying 
their tax revenues to the larger taxing jurisdiction and thus 
adver~cly impacting other taxpayers (1000 Friends of 
Wisconsin, 1999), they are being utilized extensively in 
Wisconsin and other states. Once the district is retired, 
usually after 20 years, the taxes generated by properties in 
the former TIF are shared throughout the entire taxing 
jurisdiction. 

Boundary drawing of one TIF district in Whitewater, 
amended changes in TIF boundaries to include additional 
properties, and resolutions adopted by the Common Council 
permitting "the allocation of positive tax increments 
between TIF Nos. 1 and 2 and/or 3 and 4" (Amendment to 
TID No.4 Boundary Project Plan, 1996:10) have been used 
to finance improvements in blighted areas downtown, 
improvements unlikely to have occurred relying solely on 
market forces. Owing to an extremely creative drawing of 
TIF boundaries, the large tax increments produced by 
successful recruitment in the \Vhitewater Business Park have 
been directed to supporting downtown redevelopment 
efforts. For example, this geographic shifting of the positive 
tax increment from the edge of town business park located 
on a greenfield site provided some of the funding for the 
creation of the Cravath Waterfront Park adjacent to 
downtown; this funding was used for demolition, land 
clearance and other costs. Without such a mechanism for 
directing capital investments to areas of identified need and 
high development priority, peripheral developments in small 
towns, be they business or industrial parks, commercial 
enterprises, or business offices, tend to attract investments 
away from downtown and thus undermine downtown 
redevelopment initiatives. This creative use of TIF districts 
in Whitewater has been consistent with smart growth goals 
by allowing investments to be directed from successful 
development on the edge of town to less successful but high 
priority areas near the city center. This is a case where 
market forces alone were not sufficient to achieve the stated 
goal of revitalizing downtown and creating Cravath 
Waterfront Park. Prudent planning tools are required to shift 
and redirect investments to areas of critical and higher 
community need. 

Figure 3a: 1995 Aerial Photo of Downtown Whitewater 
Identifying Key Sites 
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Creative Use of L. S. Power Re\'cnuc Source 
The location of L.S. Power, now cal1ed Cogentrix 

Corporation, in the community in 1996 provided an 
unexpected revenue windfall for the city. The revenue 
provided by the utility to the local community as part of the 
licensing agreement is eventually phased out as the plant 
ages. The co-generation power plant burns natural gas to 
produce electricity and produces high-pressure steam as a 
byproduct of electrical generation. In addition to five acres 
of greenhou ses adjacent to the plant, the university uses this 
low-cost steam to heat and cool campus buildings and in the 
process has reduced polJution by shuning down the former 
coal fired power plant on campus. Realizing that this special 
funding source would sunset in the future, the Whitewater 
Common Council wisely chose not to use the funds for 
operating expenses and instead opted to use them in an 
innovative fashion to finance 3-year and 1 O-year Capital 
Improvement Plans (CIPs). Few communities of comparable 
size have established such CIPs, let alone fully funded them 
to the point where "almost none of the projects in the plan 
rely on local property taxes as a funding ~ource" 
(Whitewater Community Development Newsletter, Fall 
1999: 5). 

The use of TIF funds and power utility revenues have 
permitted the City Manager, Community Development 
Authority, and other city departments to develop quite 
ambitious and future-oriented capital improvement plans. 
Most importantly, these plans have consistently received 
Common Council support, in large part because few of the 
projects required increasing local property taxes. The 
persi~lence of the City Manager, other city ofiicials, and 
support of the Common Council in using the windfal1 
revenue from the power utility in such a progressive way has 
been one of the key local decisions needed to direct 

resources to improve infrastructure serving brownfield and 
downtown sites in need of redevelopment. 

Brownfield Redevelopment Projects 
Crovath Waterfront Park: Turning an Eyesore into an 

Asset. Land adjacent to Cravath Lake downtown constituted 
a large rundown brownfield site in need of redevelopment. 
The impounded lake, a potential asset for downtown 
redevelopment efforts and community recreation, was 
effectively sealed off from the rest of downtown by once 
busy railroad tracks and deteriorating warehouses, 
industries, and businesses bordering the south side of 
Whitewater Street. As railroad service declined, this parcel 
of land between the lake and Whitewater Street became a 
less vibrant area of the city and fell into disuse with 
properties declining in terms of functional importance and 
visual appearance. Figure 3a and Figure 3b are 1995 and 
2000 aerial photographs focusing on the park area and 
adjacent downtown; in fact, the photographs provide visual 
evidence of the park's evolution. Notice that two 
manufacturing buildings, and three buildings along 
Whitewater Street (including a car dealership) in the 1995 
photograph have been removed by 2000. The first phase of 
Crayath \Vaterfront Park is also in evidence by 2000; where 
the buildings along Whitewater Street referenced above were 
located are now open park space, an attractive parking lot 
has been constructed, and the western portion of the park 
has been landscaped. The new Community Center now 
stands where the manufacturing buildings had been located 
and an extension of attractive pavement down to the lake has 
been added. 

Dilapidated taverns catering primarily to university 
students lined the north side of Whitewater Street and 
mirrored some of the older rundown warehouses and 
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businesses across the street. A few small industries and two 
car dealerships persisted in relatively cramped quarters into 
the 1990s. Vacant land was being used for cluttered outdoor 
storagt\ which detracted even more from the site. Buildings 
on the south side of\Vhitewater Street prevented visibility of 
Cra\"ath Lake from downtown. In the early 1980s when 
some citizens and community groups began talking about 
revitalizing the lakefront to enhance downtown, the 
unsightly nature of the area produced at best raised 
eyebrows from many citizens. 

As railroad' operations diminished even further, and the 
small industries and car dealerships relocated, the site began 
to open up as buildings were demolished, and the city 
devi sed a phased plan for creating a city park, much of this 
funded by the tax increment increases in the Whitewater 
Business Park. Phase 1, which involved infrastructure 
inve ·LJnents, such as burying unattractive power lines, land 
clearance, construction of a parking lot, and partial 
development of the site as a city park, was completed first. 

Figures 4 through 6 depict the changing character of the 
site shonly after the 1995 aerial photograph (Figure 3a). 
Figure 4 shows the view from near Cravath Lake as phase 1 
of the Cravath Waterfront Park development begins. The 
parking lot with attractive light fixtures has been completed 
and stairs that will eventually be extcnded down to the 
lalcfront are finished . A car dealership and other buildings 
still occupy the park side of Whitewater Street. Figure 5 
looks east from the completed parking lot, with a single
story cinder block manufacturing building discernible down 
the line of the sidewalk. Burying of power lines and 
extension of paving and landscaping toward the lake has yet 
to commence. Figure 6 shows the attractive extension of 
paving and landscaping down to the lakefront as part of 
Pha:'ce I is completed. Notice the power lines that are visible 
in Figure 5 along the lake have been buried to enhance the 
attractiveness of the site. The Wisconsin Department of 
Natural Resources was critical of the hard cement edge to 
the shoreline in Phase 1. This concern was addressed in 
phase 2 with a softer and mQre natural llooking shoreline 
edge. 

Phase 2 of the project has been completed and includes 
an extension of the paved path along the lakefront, wooden 
walkways, and a tunnel under the railroad tracks connecting 
with the millpond park site located on Main Street, a formal 
garden, and enclosed community center. The Community 
Center includes public restrooms, kitchen facilities, 
conference/meeting room accommodating almost 100 
people w·ith extended patio space under an erected tent for 
I· 'cr 3J1 ies, and a kiosk space which can be used for 
rCnli g boalS , bikes, providing food to park patrons and 
other purposes (\Vhitewater Community Development 
Authority Newsletter, July 1998:3-4). As testimony to the 
conversion of an eyesore into an asset, the park and 
community center are available for wedding parties and the 
attractive setting offers an excellent array of outdoor 
backgrounds for wedding party photographs. 

Figures 7 through 9 depict park improvements made after 
the aerial photograph of 2000 (Figure 3b). Figure 7 shows 
the new Community Center nearing completion in late 
summer 2001; the center was one of the key elements in 
Phase 2. It stands on the site once occupied by two small 
manufacturing buildings (see Figure 3a and Figure 5). The 
overhanging roofline and building materials are panerned 
architecturally after the historic train station located nearby 
(see Figure 9). Figure 8 is taken from a portion of the 
attractive decking used to complete the lakefront path in 
Phase 2. Behind where this photograph was taken is the 
tunnel under the railroad tracks that bisect the park. Given 
the infrequent nature of railroad service on this line, this 
poses few obstacles to effective utilization of the park. The 
green trees across the lake are in a cemetery affording 
attractive vistas year round from the park. Figure 9 is the 
view from the second floor of City Hall. The historic train 
station is visible to the right. Closer to the lake a new roofed 
picnic area with two large grills for cooking has been added. 
Immediately in front of this picnic shelter is a raised 
concrete stage for concerts and other performances. This 
second floor perspective suggests the attractive vistas 
available for restaurants, upscale pubs, offices or upscale 
apartments that might locate along Whitewater Street in 
ex isting or newly constructed buildings. Also notice that the 
donated fountain in the lake provides an appealing visual 
focal point while contributing to better aeration of the lake. 

The success and quality of Cravath Waterfront Park was 
officially recognized in October 2002 when the park 
received the Green Ribbon Award presented by the 
Community Open Space Partnership (Whitewater City 
News, January 2003:1). The park was recognized for its 
scenic qualities, quality of construction, multiple uses, and 
relationship with other parts of the community. One would 
be hard pressed to find another small town in Wisconsin that 
has accomplished a more impressive public improvement in 
its downtown. Governmental initiatives certainly deserve as 
much credit as market incentives in achieving this eyesore to 
asset transfonnation. 

Old Dairy Now Condominium Complex: Turning an 
Economic Liability into an Asset. Another brownfield 
redevelopment project of special note involves the old 
Hawthorne Melody Dairy, once an important community 
asset and major employer. The plant was abandoned in the 
early 1990s and lay idle for several years (Figure 10) and 
was finally demolished by the city (Figure 11) in preparation 
for redevelopment. Again, creative TIF boundary drawing 
and the tax increment from the \Vhitewater Business Park 
provided the funds for demolition and clearance. Fonunately 
following environmental assessments the cost of cleaning up 
the contaminated portions of the site was relatively modest. 
On this brownfield site across the lake from Cravath 
Waterfront Park a 48-unit condominium project called 
Waters Edge is under construction. Prices in the complex 
range from $115,000 for two-bedroom, 1,300 square feet 
units to $250,000 for completely finished 3,000 square feet 
three and four bedroom homes . 
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Figure 12 offers a view with the Waters Edge complex to 
the right. In the dist ance across the lake is downtown . Tripp 
Lake is to the right of the picture out of view. A well
designed public access path adjacent to the Waters Edge will 
link Cravath Lake and Tripp Lake. The path will be 
extended further along the western shore of Tripp Lake and 
the same developer will be building Waters Edge South, 
which will include 239 residences in the form of single
family homes, duplexes and multi-family condominiums. 
The higher density character and mix of housing types and 
prices in the Waters Edge and Waters Edge South projects 
and their proximity to downtown are consistent with Smart 
Growth goals of encouraging mixed and higher density 
housing. A housing project of this scale and variety of 
housing types by one developer is unusual for such a small 
town. These two projects, along with other recent residential 
developments, are addressing an often-heard compl'aint that 
Whitewater does not offer the array of housing choices and 
competitive prices found in other small towns nearby. 

Whereas the abandoned plant was an eyesore and 
contributed nothing to the city's tax base, the 48-unit Waters 
Edge project is expected to add from $5 .5 to $6.3 million to 
the city's property tax base (Whitewater Community 
Development Authority Newsletter, Fall 1999). These new 
condominiums provide a more attractive vista than the 
deteriorating and abandoned plant when viewed from 
Cravath Waterfront Park. The location of this new middle 
and upper income housing within two blocks of downtown 
should stimulate downtown redevelopment efforts by 
bringing higher income households in closer proximity to 
new and expanded retail and service establi shments locating 
downtown. 

Effective Governmental Leadership in a Communit)' 
Polarized by Disagreements on Land Use Issues 

One of the great enjoyments of living in a small town is 
shopping at local stores whose owners customers may know 
and with whom they play golf, enjoy a friendly card game, 
play softball and socialize with at church, school and other 
community functions. Shopping is more than just a 
commercial transaction; it is an opportunity to visit with an 
acquaintance or in some cases a good friend . The purchase 
of shoes or a shirt often entails catching up on the doings of 
children and friends, and discussing events of the day. 

Many people believe, however, that small towns do not 
provide the anonymity of a large city. One appreciates this 
fact when someone you hardly know at the beauty shop or 
barbershop comments casually, "I understand you got water 
in your basement last week after that downpour." Small 
communities invite neighborliness and greater mixing of 
people with different backgrounds and socioeconomic 
standing in both formal and informal settings than is 
generally the case in large cities or monochrome suburbs. 
The downside of smal] town living is that disagreements 
between certain groups, individuals, and even churches can 
take a very personal and debilitating tum, bordering at times 

on a blood feud. When the fire of such feuds is ignited over 
a certain issue, it can quickly spread its devastation to other 
seemingly unrel ated and non-controversial community 
issues. Appointed city officials and members of the 
Common Council must navigate the minefields that a small 
community prone to forming into factions is likely to create. 
Too frequently, members on the Common Council and 
occasionally city officials are perceived rightly or wrongly 
to be in one of the factions' camps because of the positions 
they take or the company they keep. 

Under these circumstances, even seemingly simple 
community decisions can become highly charged and 
controversial. For example, in the late 1980s the decision 
where to locate a new library emerged as an "us versus 
them" issue. The composition, dynamics, per~cmal qualities 
of members and factions, and leadership of the Common 
Council are extremely important in either fuelin g or 
defusing these tense situations. Of course, equally important 
is the ability of city officials to remain as non-partisan as 
possible, even though it may be their duty to recommend a 
certain course of action that will displease one faction. 
During the library site debate, the Common Council had a 
volatile personality mix with certain council members 
playing to certain audiences and constituencies, openly 
expressing di strust of other council members and city 
officials, and producing an environment in which productive 
discussions and reaching consensus proved extremely 
difficult. The departure of one City Manager was due in part 
to the contentious atmosphere that existed around the library 
issue and then increasingly pervaded other community 
issues as similar factions formed. 

The fact that the new City Manager and other city 
officials persisted in a professional manner and made 
headway in land use and planning endeavors in such choppy 
political seas is much to their credit. Fortunately the 
composition of the Common Council gradually changed and 
under the less adversarial leadership of two university 
student representatives, each elected to a separate term as 
President of the Council, the rancorous climate following 
the library is~ue slowly receded and a more cooperative 
atmosphere returned to Common Council proceedings. It is 
not that disagreements and strong opposing viewpoints in 
the community \'anished from the Common Council, but 
rather that these differences have been aired in a more 
tolerant and thoughtful manner than was the case earlier. 
When the Council was more obviously polarized, speakers 
at public meetings often framed their remarks in more 
confrontational, accusatory and personal terms. The Council 
in recent years has been a less inviting place for this type of 
audience input at public meetings and a more civil tone has 
returned to deliberations, even though disagreements have 
been sharp on some issues and there have been signs that at 
least portions of the competing camps that developed over 
the library issue still persist. 

It is doubtful that some of the impress.ive and innovative 
govemmentaJ policies of the last several years could have 
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been reached without the hard work of city officials and 
Common Council members. However, sharp disagreements 
over the degree of government involvement in Cravath 
Waterfront Park and the funding and location of an aquatic 
center in the community indicate that the animosity of past 
disagreements can resurface. Continuing diligence on the 
part of city officials and Common Council members will be 
needed to insure that a climate in which people can disagree 
does not tum into one in which they become disagreeable 

and fail to communicate. 


This improved climate darkened recently when a number 
of citizens signed a petition calling for the dismissal of the 
current City Manager. Since the Common Council judged 
that most of the complaints aired against the City Manager 
involved his acting not on his own accord but rather at the 
direction of majority votes cast by the Council, a majority of 
the Council believed the petition primarily questioned 
Council actions and concluded that the call for the City 
Manager's dismissal was not warranted. In the past year the 
community has been considering changing from its current 
city manager to an elected mayor form of government, an 
issue initiated by the faction in the community that has been 
critical of what it perceives to be overly ambitious 
governmental decisions and projects supported by the City 
Manager and Common Council actions in recent years. 

Conclusions and Future Directions 
This paper analyzes land use changes and developments 

in Whitewater, Wisconsin over the past decade, but does so 
in a way that reflects on and places the community'S growth 
within the larger land use and development context facing 
many cities, suburbs and small towns in the United States. 
Key land use terms and development processes compatible 
with Smart Growth legislation recently passed in the state 
are used to magnify the analytical power of the presentation 
and suggest ways in which this particular case study may 
have broader significance for other small towns and even 
other cities and suburbs. The fact that Whitewater caught the 
wave of prosperous national, state and local economic 
growth in the 1990s helps to explain to some degree the 
quantitative side but not the qualitative dimension of recent 
growth and development in the community. 

In fact, part of Whitewater's success is attributable to not 
relying on private market forces alone to bring about desired 
results. The success of the Whitewater Business Park in 
attracting new firms and jobs cannot be overemphasized. 
The recent expansion of the business park, planned 
recreationaI/environmental area within the business park, 
extension of a rail line into the business park, and the effort 
to attract a day care facility to the business park, augur well 
for its continuing success. Creative use of TIF funding to 
direct investment from the business park on the edge of 
town to key downtown sites, in particular Cravath 
Waterfront Park and Waters Edge condominium project, has 
permitted the city to accomplish projects that would not 
have been possible via market forces. Windfall revenues 

from a utility company locating in the community have been 
used for capital improvement programming investments to 
upgrade infrastructure, enhance the attractiveness of the 
community and direct redevelopment to areas of critical 
need. Local advisory conunittees and city officials have 
recommended, and the Common Council has approved, 
courses of action that have directed investment to high 
priority areas of town from the community perspective 
areas which were not attracting private market investment. 
The fact that these funding sources and the initiatives they 
supported did not require increases in tax rates resulted in a 
more receptive public and Common Council. 

Although some of the creative investments discussed in 
the paper were controversial, such as Cravath Waterfront 
Park, it is safe to say that they would have been even more 
controversial and less likely to gamer Common Council 
majority approval if they had required large tax increases. 
The City Manager, city staff, advisory conunittees, and 
finally Common Council must be credited for their 
perseverance and Willingness to back long-range 
development projects considered too risky by private 
investors, even in the face of a segment of the community 
that has been critical of and objected to these 
governmentally backed initiatives. 

Although Whitewater has shown itself capable of the 
heavy lifting required to pull off impressive brownfield 
redevelopment projects, much remains to be done and much 
more work is required to further enhance the community in 
ways compatible with Smart Growth. For example, the 
number of vacancies downtown and the drab look of certain 
properties and streetscapes is a major concern. Despite the 
impressive development of Cravath Waterfront Park, it has 
yet to spur the type of retailing diversification and 
improvement one would have hoped for along Whitewater 
Street adjacent to the park. The dominance of low quality 
student bars still persists and vacant and underutilized 
properties along Whitewater Street need attention. The 
commercial revival and redevelopment of Whitewater Street 
is an opportunity waiting to be seized. The community has 
yet to develop and publish a visionary and phased approach 
to revitalizing downtown. The creation of a new TIF district 
to spur downtown redevelopment is not an option in the 
short-term because the community is at its TIF authorization 
limit and will have to wait until one or more of the existing 
districts are retired. The designation of downtown as a 
"smart growth area," a decision consistent with Smart 
Growth legislation and one that addresses many of the 
fourteen planning goals, is worthy of consideration. 

An issue looming on the horizon critical to downtown is 
the need to build a new post office. Since the current post 
office is one of the largest generators of vehicular and 
pedestrian traffic downtown, it is crucial for all businesses 
downtown that every effort be made to ensure that the new 
post office is located downtown. However, given the space 
requirements of a new post office, there are relatively few 
existing downtown properties of sufficient size. Federal 



budgetary problems have temporari),y postponed the post development at these locations complements rather than 

office issue. Not enough attention is being given to the competes with or undermines downtown redevelopment 

importance of this issue. It will be a major blow to efforts. 

downtown revitaUzation efforts if the new post office is Cravath Waterfront Park and Waters Edge condominiums, 

located outside the city center. both impressive brownfield redevelopment projects, 


Another pending development, the soon-to-be-completed demonstrate the conununity's ability to embrace practices 
Highway 12 bypass, is likely to have impacts on the and implement projects consistent with Smart Growth. Smart 
community, including downtown. Estimates indicate that Grow~h empowers small towns to identify the community 
anywhere from 25 to 33 percent of the traffic, and even a goals and sense of place they wish to achieve, create a vision 
higher percentage of truck traffic, on Highway 12 (Main for improving the conununity by soliciting ongoing citizen 
Street) currently passing through town may be diverted to the participation, and then chart courses of action for fulfilling 
bypass. This could assist in creating an even more the vision. The fact that Whitewater has accomplished some 
pedestrian-friendly climate as part of downtown impressive and visionary land use changes in recent years 
redevelopment efforts, which is consistent with Smart bodes well for the future but is no guarantee of success. Will 
Growth. However, businesses relying heavily on through the promising path Whitewater has followed in recent years 
traffic are likely to be adversely impacted. With reduced to enhance its attractiveness and small town appeal be 
traffic through tOWIl, it would appear less likely that two continued? A proactive Common Council willing to use 
recently closed fast food operations on Highway 12 west of governmental authority and influence to initiate development 
the campus will be replaced. It is also likely that certain and redevelopment projects unlikely to occur if left solely to 
types of conunercial activity will be attracted to the Highway free market forces is likely to remain a key factor, if not the 
12 bypass interchanges east and west of the conununity. The deciding one, in addressing this question. 
conununity must do its best to ensure that conunercial 
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